
Audi A3 8V OEM Reverse Camera (HIGH) 

Retrofit Guide 

DISCLAIMER 

We do not take any responsibility for any damage caused to any vehicle where this guide has been 

used in order to install an OEM Retrofit Reverse Camera. This guide should ONLY be used as a guide 

and if you are not confident, a qualified person(s) should only perform the install. This is extended to 

coding the vehicle upon hardware installation completion. Please remember to make a backup of all 

settings prior to performing any coding changes. Please read EVERYTHING carefully! 

Original guide by @amit87 with additional notes / photos from @Jungle650 and assistance from 

@RB_172 / Coding assistance from @DJAlix 

GUIDE IS FOR A OEM HIGH CAMERA – ie one with moving guide lines etc. 

DO NOT UNDER ESTIMATE THIS TASK. IT IS BASICLLY A FULL DAYS JOB TO FIT ONE OF THESE 

CAMERAS FOR THE NOVICE. 

 

About This Guide 

This guide will demonstrate the methods we used in order to retrofit an OEM Reverse Camera to our 

Right Hand Drive (RHD) 8V’S (A3/S3 Saloon 4dr and S3 5dr Sportback). We will provide information 

where possible for fitting to the Hatchback/Sportback (3dr/5dr), Saloon (4dr) & Cabrio which should 

be very similar. HOWEVER some parts may vary for hatchback/sporback/cabrio and where possible 

we will show photos etc, also some fitting locations will vary for the Cabrio only. The first part of the 

guide will relate to Saloon, additional notes for Sportback will be at the end of the guide. Please seek 

further advice if installing this to a Cabrio. This guide has been created for the purpose of helping 

other members of the Audi-Sport.net forum and for other VAG car owners. Ross-Tech VCDS VAG-

COM will be used in order to perform any coding. Other capable coding devices method may vary. 

Please ask questions if you are unsure about anything in this guide. Coding has been done by 

@DJAlix from Audi-sport.net. Details of coding can be found at the end of this guide. 

 

Vehicles 

The following installation has been performed on a RHD MY14 Audi S3 Saloon (8VS) with MMI high 

(with HD navigation) and Advanced Parking System (APS) installed…. Both front & rear sensors are 

present.  Another member of Audi-net have also successfully installed the camera (high) in basic 

MMI system (without Nav and standard resolution screen) with only rear parking sensor installed on 

his 8VS sedan. The installation is identical to the following installation. In a similar fashion a retrofit 

was also completed on a Sportback and additional notes / photos are at the end of the Saloon part. 

http://www.audi-sport.net/


Where possible we will also show pics for a hatchback which for most parts will be similar to the 5 

door Sportback variant. 

 

 

  



Parts Required 

 Reverse Camera Control Module (Part# 5Q0907441) - £A LOT from Audi UK 

 

 Reverse Camera (Part# 5N0827566C [Saloon/Hatchback/Sportback ONLY]) - £A LOT from 

Audi UK 

 

 Wiring Harness (Retrofit Kit or make your own) - £N/A from Audi UK 

 



 Control Module Holder/Bracket (you may already have this depending on other options 

already on the car) – The OEM install would put the module bracket in the boot, however it 

is not essential as the module can be mounted at the front of car without the need for the 

physical bracket.  Often Retrofit kits will come supplied with wiring which is set up for a 

front mounting position of the module rather than in the boot. You should inspect your 

wiring and lengths to ensure you are comfortable with where the module will be finally 

mounted. 

 

Follow the Sportback notes if you wish to mount your module control unit in the front of the 

car. 

Part# 8V5907471 [saloon 8VS] - £18ish from Audi UK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part# 8V0907471 [3dr/5dr 8V]) - £12ish from Audi UK 

 

 

Part# 8V7907471 [Cabrio] - £12ish from Audi UK 

 

 

 7.5A mini (ATM) Blade Fuse - £0.XX from Maplin/Halfords/etc 

 

 
 

  



 Repair Wire for fixing power wire to fuse box  

Part# 000 979 225 - £4.50ish from Audi UK 

 

 

 8amp cable (maybe… wiring loom power was not long enough in kits supplied, same for the 

Can bus wiring) - £3ish 

 

 

Tools (Advisory) 

 Trim Removal tools 

 Radio Removal Keys 

 Socket set 

 Soldering Iron + Heat Shrink sleeves + Hot Air gun (All optional for decent electrical 

connections) 

 



 

 

Rough routing and parts locations 

 

 Position A – Camera (Part# 5Q0907441) 

 Position B – Reverse Camera Control Module (Part# 5Q0907441) AND Control Module 

Holder/Bracket (Part# 8V5907471 / 8V0907471) 

 Position C – Control Unit 1 (RHD ONLY, LHD will be opposite side) AND Fuse box C 

 GREEN LINE – Rough routing of wiring harness 

 

Technical Wiring Info – Please note that connectors may have different colours, however the use 

of the wires should still represent the same format. 

There are 3 harnesses (bundles) 

 



Where: 

A –  20pin connector from Camera Control Module (Part# 5Q0907441) to Earth / Power from Fuse 

box C fuse #18 / 2pin connector to Camera (Part# 5N0827566C) / Control Unit 1 (aka the mmi in the 

glovebox)  Quadlock connector  12pin grey/white connector {E designation} Pins 6 {CAN High} & 

12 {CAN Low}. 

B – FAKRA connector from Camera Control Module (Part# 5Q0907441) to Control Unit 1 (aka the 

MMI in the glovebox)  Quadlock connector  12pin blue connector {B designation} pins 6 {FBAS 

negative} & 12 {FBAS Positive}. 

C – FAKRA connectors both end go from Camera (Part# 5N0827566C) to Camera Control Module 

(Part# 5Q0907441) 

Additional FYI: Both harnesses B & C are COAXIAL cables and carry video signals.Quadlock at Control 

Unit 1 (MMI) designations.  

 

 

Of Interest are connectors B {designator B} and connector E {designator E}. Details below 

 

B - 12-pin connector -T12x-  

6 -  FBAS wire (–) from reversing camera system control unit -J772-  

12 -  FBAS wire (+) from reversing camera system control unit -J772- 

 

E - 12-pin connector -T12v-  

6 -  CAN bus High, infotainment  

12 - CAN bus Low, infotainment 

  



Wiring Diagrams 

LEGEND: 

J533 -    Data bus diagnostic interface  

J772 -    Reversing camera system control unit (module) 

J794 -    Control unit 1 for information electronics (MMI) 

R189 -   Reversing camera (new boot release handle) 

SC18 -    Fuse 18 on fuse holder C (7.5a mini) 

T2iw/T2df -    2pin connector (FAKRA Green on Reverse Camera Control Unit) 

T12v -    12pin connector GREY/WHITE in Quadlock connector on Control Unit 1 (MMI) {E Designator} 

T12x -    12pin connector BLUE in Quadlock connector on Control Unit 1 (MMI) {B Designator} 

T20a -    20pin connector RED connector for CAN-BUS connection (Under steering cowling) 

T2ep -    2-pin connector (FAKRA GREY) 

T2eq -    2-pin connector (BLACK connector on Camera) 

T2er -    2-pin connector (FAKRA GREY) 

T20i -    20-pin connector 

B415  -   SPLICE Connection 1 (infotainment CAN bus, high), in main wiring harness  

B421  -   SPLICE  Connection 1 (infotainment CAN bus, low), in main wiring harness 

51  -    Earth connection, behind rear right luggage compartment (boot) trim 

 

NOTE: We do not need to interface with J533 (Data Bus Diagnostics interface), both J794 (Control 

Unit 1) and J772 (Camera Control Module) interface with J533 at splices B415 & B421 at the main 

wiring harness. Therefore wires for Pins 11 & 12 from J772 can be spliced into wires from Pins 6 & 12 

from J794. 
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Please see notes in the Sportback/Hatchback section as your wiring may be different lengths to 

the below: Depending on where you mount the module you may not need to extend any wire( 

except for ground potentially  

 

Step by Step detailed DIY guide for installation including trim removal procedures - SALOON 

1. Get Familiar with Wiring Harness 

1.1. Grey FAKRA 2pin both ends from Camera Control Module (grey port)  to Camera (approx 

3.3m long) 

 

1.2. Green FAKRA 2pin from Camera Control Module (green port)  to 2x 1pin to MMI Control 

Unit 1  Quadlock connector  Blue 12pin connector {B designator}  Pins 6 & 12 

(Approx 5.4m long) 

 



1.3. Red 20pin connector from Camera Control Module (black port)  to  

1.3.1. Earth (Approx 0.8m long) 

1.3.2. Power (Fuse box C position 18 [SC18]) (I needed to extend and add repair wire and 

made it approx 5.4m long) 

1.3.3. 2pin connector connector to camera (Approx 3m long) 

1.3.4. 2x 1pin for CAN high/low to MMI Control Unit 1  Quadlock  grey/white 12 pin 

connector {E Designator}  pins 6 & 12 (Approx 5.4m long) 

 

  



1.4. All retrofit items connected (wiring, camera, camera control module) 

 

1.5. Extending Power wire to 4.5m ish and adding repair wire Part# 000 979 225. Cut the repair in 

half as both ends have the same connector but we only require one. Connect to existing 

additional length of power wire (solder and heat shrink for a good connection). 

 

  



1.6. Connect the newly formed extended power cable + repair wire to existing harness power 

wire (mine was too short so this lengthens it). Again solder and heat shrink for a  good 

connection 

 

1.7. Since there are 3 bundles, parts of bundle A will be routed alongside either bundle B or C. 

Therefore to ease routing, mate bundles together per route. I simply did this by electrical 

taping round the wires every 15-20cm. There will be 3 routes (all originating from the 

reverse camera control module); To Earth (route i), To Camera (route ii) and To Glovebox 

area (route iii).  

1.7.1. Earth [-] goes to earth point 51 in rear right luggage compartment. 

1.7.2. This route will go to the camera. We will pair the grey FAKRA wire with the 2pin black 

connector wire (power for the camera). 

1.7.3. This route will go to the glovebox area. We will combine power [+], twisted CAN 

high/low and video (FBAS) +/-. 

 

  



1.8. The combine wiring harness coupled by routes completes the harness prior to mounting 

equipment into the vehicle 

 

2. Disconnecting Battery 

2.1. Removing Negative connection from Battery 

2.1.1. Use a 10mm socket and loosen the nut and remove connector 

2.1.2. Wrap negative terminal connector to prevent accidental contact 

 

 

  



3. Installing Camera  - SALOON (Part# 5Q0907441) by removing boot lid trim 

3.1. Removing boot lid trim (8VS saloon 4dr shown) 

3.1.1. There are 6 trim items from the boot lid trim to be removed 

 

3.1.2. Use 5mm HEX key to remove the 2x bump stops 

 

3.1.3. Use trim removal tools to pry off rubber strip next to bump stop 

3.1.4. Remove warning triangle and holder. Two clips, use small flat screw driver to unclip 

 



3.1.5. Remove screw/bolt (Philips screw for me) from inside grab handle of boot lid 

 

3.1.6. Push centre of pin in a little until clicks. Then pry out pin and remove trim piece. 

Repeat opposite side. 

 

3.1.7. All trim items removed 

 

  



3.1.8. Unclip boot trim using trim removal tools at 11 positions 

 

3.2. Removing old boot release handle 

3.2.1. Remove black cover by releasing two clips by finger to access inside boot trim 

 

3.2.2. Remove two nuts using 10mm socket holding boot handle on and Remove metal 

bracket by squeezing in two clips holding boot release button to it 

 

  



3.2.3. Remove boot release button. There are clips on each side to push them in from inside 

 

 

3.3. Installing new boot release handle with camera (Part# 5Q0907441) 

3.3.1. Attach new reverse camera and attach everything back. Put nuts back on (4nm torque) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



a. Routing wires from the Camera to the Camera Control Module 

i. Remove wire trunking from right hand arm. TAKE CARE not to unclip entire 

plastic bit on arm, just routing cover. YOU WILL LOOSE CLIPS IF YOU 

REMOVE ENTIRE THING (I lost two before I realised but found them after)!! 

 

ii. Connect connectors and Route wires as shown. I taped to existing route 

where I could and then used cable ties as forgot to buy clips. Put back black 

cover 

 



 

 

 

b. Re-installing boot lid trim 

i. I left connectors inside little cubby by boot release handle and put 

everything back together. 

 

 

  



2. Installing Earth connection behind Rear Right luggage compartment trim at earth point (51) 

a. Remove Rear Right luggage side trim 

i. Remove boot floor and foam inserts and Remove lock carrier by pulling up 

 

ii. Remove locking pin at top of rear right trim. 2 positions 

 

iii. Remove 2x tie down ring and unbolt using M8 spline tool and then remove 

trim (helps to have rear seats folded down) 

 

 



iv. Install earth at earthling point 51. Using 10mm socket to undo (you may 

need to unclip white cover to access bolt fully) 

 

v. Electrical tape to existing wiring to follow existing routes.  

 

 

  



3. Install Camera Control Module (Part# 5Q0907441) and place Camera Control Module Holder 

(Part# 8V5907471 / 8V0907471) 

a. Placing Camera Control Module Holder 

i. In the rear right of the boot, open the trim door and remove. Behind it will 

either be an empty cavity (like pictured) thus needed the camera module 

holder, or the holder will be present.  

 

ii. Slide the holder into the positioning pins. 

 

b. Installing Camera Control Module into Holder 

i. Push the camera control module with information label facing up into the 

corresponding slot of the holder until clicked into place. 

  



4. Removing Control Unit 1 (MMI) and glovebox 

a. Removing Control Unit 1 using radio removal keys and disconnect connectors. TAKE 

CARE NOT TO JUST TRY PULL CONNECOTRS OFF!! There may be tabs you need to 

push in, or pull out 

 

 

b. Remove side trim using trim removal tools. There are 6 clips holding it on. 

 

  



c. Removing Glovebox  

i. Remove glovebox. 8 bolts 8mm socket. 1 behind side trim, 1 behind MMI, 2 

below glvebox in upper footwell, 1 at rear of glovebox (left side) and 3 at top 

of glovebox 

 

 

d. Once glovebox falls down, remove 4 connectors (1 on left, 1 on right, airbag one in 

centre, footwell LED light if applicable is 4th) 

e. Removing Fuse box C by press two clips and wiggling out. Do not apply too much 

force!! 

 



5. Routing wires (RHD cars only, some aspects may vary for LHD because the glovebox is 

positioned on the opposite side) from the boot luggage compartment rear right side to the 

glovebox in the front passenger area left side. FOLLOW EXISITING LOOMS WHERE 

POSSIBLE!! 

a. Routing wires in boot 

i. With rear right luggage trim removed, start routing as shown. You may need 

to remove some items from the left rear trim to aid routing. I removed items 

near to rear seats on left side to be able to get behind trim to aid routing. I 

undid 1 clip at top and 1 bolt for luggage tie down As shown. 

 

ii. Once routed put everything in the rear back such as side trims and floor etc 

 

b. Routing wires through left (nearside for RHD) passenger door sill 

i. The backseat will need to be removed in order to remove the side sill 

 



 

To remove pin (no.3 in the side sill illustration) holding the side sill  

 

  



 

ii. Tuck under side sill rear as much as poss to follow existing wiring 

 

iii. Side Sill trim can be removed. There are a few clips. Pry upwards using trim 

removal tools. 



 

  



6. Connecting wiring harness (A) to various connection points in Glovebox/fusebox area and 

vicinity. 

a. Installing power connection from Fuse box C, fuse position 18 (SC18) from rear of 

fusebox by pushing into CORRECT position and place 7.5A fuse 

 
 

b. Connecting wires to connector {Designator B} Pin 6 -  FBAS wire (–) from reversing 

camera system control unit -J772- & Pin 12 -  FBAS wire (+) from reversing camera 

system control unit -J772-  

i. You can remove connectors {Designator B & E} by unclipping from front of 

quadlock.  

ii. Black will be FBAS (+) and should be put in empty Pin 12 on designator b 

iii. Clear will be FBAS (-) and should be put in empty Pin 6 on designator b 

 

c. Splicing wires to existing wires on connector {Designator E} Pin 6 - CAN bus High, 

infotainment & Pin12 -  CAN bus Low, infotainment  

i. If connector removed from quadlock, Using common sense and no fear, u 

can also remove pins VERY easily. 

ii. Wires should be imprinted with CAN low and CAN high. Please take care to 

splice with correct pins on Designator E. 

 

 

7. Reinstalling all cables Left (nearside RHD only) front passenger door sill trim, glovebox, 

Control Unit 1 (MMI) and all remaining trim hanging lose and connecting battery 

 

  



8. Coding (Using Ross-Tech VCDS) [Thanks to DJAlix on Audi-Sport.net who helped me with the 

coding side using his VCDS and VCDS knowledge] 

a. 19 > Can Gateway  

i. Installation List 

ii. Add 6c Back up cam 

iii. Adaption 

iv. Ensure following coded - (108)-Installation list; specified installations-

Node_0x6C 

b. 6C > Back Up Cam 

i. Long Coding  

ii. Select bits in bytes that are applicable to your vehicle 

iii. (Mine was coded to [027300012201000300]) 

c. 5F > Information Electronics 

i. Adaptions 

ii. following MMI screen / display needed to be activated: 

1. (21)-Vehicle function list BAP-VPS_0x0B - activated 

2. (22)-Vehicle function list BAP-VPS_0x0B_msg_bus - Comfort data 

bus 

iii. Long Coding 

iv. Byte 19 > Bit 1 = InActive (This is for Low only!) 

d. 10 >  Park/Steer Assist 

i. Long Coding 

ii. Byte 2 > Bits 4-5 = 10 

 

  



Appendix 

Thank you DJAlix for the screenshots of the 6C module long coding. 

 Coding of bits 0 to 8 of 6C module: 

 

o Bit 0 – Manufacturer 

 

 

o Bit 1 - Chassis 

 

  



o Bit 2 - Unknown 

 

o Bit 3 - Region 

 

o Bit 4 – Other Installed systems 

 

  



o Bit 5 – Camera Installed 

 

o Bit 6 - Unknown 

 

o Bit 7 – Camera Modes 

 

  



o Bit 8 - Unknown 

 

 

 

 

 

PLEASE SEE ADDITIONAL NOTES BELOW FOR SPORTBACK INSTALLATION. 

 

SPORTBACK ADDITIONAL NOTES / GUIDE –  
Front Module installation without using a module bracket in the boot. 

 

 

The reason this part of the guide exists is that removal of the trim is very different between the 

models. Therefore we wanted to add this section so that those with a Sportback / hatchback have 

another reference source. ALSO it has been noted that some of the retrofit kits (even supplied from 

the same source) come with different lengths of cable. Therefore this part of the guide will also 

show places to mount the module without using the OEM bracket which is placed in the boot. There 

are additional notes actually on the thread related to some specifics around the hatchback trim 

removal as there are no rear doors to contend with. 

  



NOTES RE WIRING 

 

 
 

 

     Wiring Harness 
 From CAMERA to CAMERA control module 

 
Wiring Harness 

From green port camera control module to connector B of MMI quadlock                                

connector Pints 6 and 12 (vacant slots in connector so should slide in) 

 
Wiring Harness 
From CAMERA CONTROL MODULE to various       (see next slides) 

 



 

 
Wiring Harness Blue fakra - ABOVE 
FROM green port on camera control module 
The two pins 
Black – MMI connector B Pin 12 
Clear (white) – MMI connector B pin 6 
The two pins might be labeled 1 & 2, rather than black and white. 

 

 

 

Wiring Harness Blue fakras ABOVE 
FROM camera control module grey port TO grey fakra on camera 
Red two pin connector TO Camera 
White two pin connector 
FROM big wiring harness which houses the female white connector which goes to 20pin connector 
to CAMERA control module 

 



 
 

Wiring Harness ABOVE 
Red 20 pin connector TO camera control module  
RED (Power) To fusebox C fuse 18 or the 12v in rear if you want I guess (you could use 12V socket) 
Black (Earth) Ring terminal to earth point 
White 2pin TO other wiring harness which connects to CAMERA 
ORANGE – See additional note next slides BROWN – See additional note next slides 

Additional Note: 
Orange/Brown wires are CAN high/low, they might be imprinted on the wires with one stating CAN 
HIGH and other CAN LOW. These wires go to connector E of the MMI Quadlock connector. They 
splice with pins 6 (CAN High) & 12 (CAN Low). At the 20pin red connector end, CAN High goes to pin 
12 and CAN Low goes to pin 11. If unsure, It would be worth tracing it from the 20pin red connector 
which colour goes to Pin 12 and Pin 11 that end. If pin 11 is Orange wire at red connector end, then 
the orange wire is CAN Low and would splice with existing wire coming out of Connector E at 
quadlock Pin 12. 
 
Original Audi wiring diagram (screenshot in the above first part of guide) shows two wires can CAN 
high/low. 1 is coloured Orange/brown and other coloured Orange/purple. 
 
Orange/brown = CAN LOW 
Orange/purple = CAN HIGH 
 

Thus you would GUESS  brown wire is CAN LOW and orange wire is CAN HIGH.  But you can only feel 

confident with that assumption by tracing wires back to 20pin red connector if they are not labelled. 

 



CAMERA 

Grey – Fakra to wiring harness to grey port on camera 
control module 
Black – 2pin connector for power (positive & earth) to 
wiring harness to camera control module 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CAMERA CONTROL MODULE 
Pink – UNUSED 
Grey – To Camera 
Green – To MMI connector B (pins 6&12) 
Black – 20pin connector (Power, earth, camera power/earth, CAN high/low (connector E Pints 6&12) 

 



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS SPORTBACK 
 

 Step 1 - Clear out the boot. After removing the parcel shelf and taking out the false floor, 

spare wheel and tool section at the back of the boot which holds the jack etc. You will be 

greeted with a sight similar to this. If you have a Sub speaker this will need to be removed.  

 

 Step 2 – Remove Subwoofer speaker - To remove the sub pull out the red clip. It may be stiff 

therefore the use of a small flat screwdriver inserted where the small red dot is and gentle 

movement outwards may help removal of the plug from the socket. Take care, be gentle. 

 

  

 
 



 
 

Pic after sub removed 

 

 

 Step 3 – Remove Trim on edge of boot catch at bottom of boot - Next you need to remove 

the trim around the bottom of the boot catch. This is the part that has the boot flap that 

opens as the boot / trunk closes. It is seen in the picture above. Removal of this makes 

removing the side panel trim items which are physically in the boot far easier. To remove the 

trim you need to slide the boot trim up towards you and then it unclips using gentle pressure 

from a trim removal tool. If you look down from inside the boot you will see the two pins 

that trim fits over.  SEE PICS BELOW: 

 



 

 
 

 

Once the trim is removed it will look like this.  Here is a photo below of the edge trim removed from 

around the latch part. 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 



Step 4 – Now you need to work on the side trims which are in the boot. You can gently free these 
from the main body work. But to completely remove you need to remove a screw and bolt holding 
the trim on each side to the car. You also need to unclip the light power lead. Do not forget these. 
Once you have unclipped the light and removed the screws etc the trim will slide out towards you. 
This bit of trim also clips over a button type fixing on the metal work. You don't notice it when 
removing the trim, but you need to make sure it goes back over it when you put it back. It's right 
down the bottom. This is especially true for the Hatchback rather than the Sportback. 

 
You can make this easier by removing the trim which is screwed to the floor nearest to the back of 

the seat in the corners – see pictures below. The trim on the right is basically the same as the one on 

the left, with the only difference being the 12V power socket. – We will talk about that in a minute. 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 
Here is the light connection on the inside of the trim. You can remove from its housing and then use 

a flat screw driver on the small metal clip to remove from the plug socket.  DO NOT FORGET TO 

REMOVE. 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 

Should you get any of the metal clips left behind, do not worry, with patience and a trim removal 

tool these can be freed and put back onto the trim for when you refit back into place. In order to 

remove these small clips you need to compress the outside whilst applying pressure from the back 

and push at an angle to squeeze the clip through the small gap. They will not go through if you do 

not pull them at an angle. You can wiggle and pull at the same time and they will free themselves 

eventually. But they can be tricky to remove. Therefore take your time so that you do not leave any 

of these behind. 

 

 
 



 

 
 

These are the items which you need to remove to make for easy removal of the side trims. 

 

 
 

 

 
 



Picture of the side trim removed (right side – when standing at back of car and looking into boot ) 

 
 

 

This is the location at the back of the car where (if your wiring allows for and you have 

purchased the bracket, it is mounted) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Step 5 – Hatch Trim - Remove the trim around the hatch -  First you need to unclip 

the warning triangle which is hidden behind a flap. And remove the T25 screws. 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

You can also remove the flaps over the lights in the boot. This will enable you to use the gaps 

as leverage points to ease with the trim removal. 

 

 

 
 

 



You can now start to remove the trim around the frame. As you loosen you can slide the top trim 

down from the top lock of the boot latch. Very gentle ! Once the top part is removed you will see a 

plastic plug which is on both sides which must be removed before you can start on the lower part of 

the trim. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lower plastic plug which must be removed on each side. 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 6 – Removal of other side of boot trim - Here are pics of the left side trim which is what you 

have to remove from within the boot. This is the side that has the 12V socket. 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 



This is a picture of the coin type slot which is above the 12V socket on the left hand side and enables 

you to remove that part of the trim separately making removal of the 12V socket connector far 

easier. 

 

 

 

This is the socket connector for the 12V which you need to disconnect to fully remove from the trim  

 

 



 This is how the 12V socket will look once you unplug the connector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Next you need to loosen he trim which is up around the side behind the seats and close to the 

seatbelt area in the rear. 

 

 

Removing these additional bits of trims or at the very least loosening them, makes the process of 

running the wiring easier. As the bit of trim on the Sportback which wraps around the rear seats 

feeds into these parts – They are all connected. 

 



When you are completed the rear of the car should look something like this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 7 - Next you need to remove the rear seat bench – this makes the final bit of rear trim removal 

so much easier. To remove the rear seat bench simply lift/tug up at the front on each side. So 

basically lift up in line with the front seats. The rear bench is held in place by two clips which should 

release and you tug up. 

 

 

Step 8 – Remove side trim on corner of rear bench. Pull out the plastic plug to free up the trim. Note 

that when you remove the trim along the seal that you need to lift up the other part as they 

interlink. Look at the pictures. 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 



Step 9 - The first really tricky bit – Removal of the boot / trunk release handle. First unclip the lead 

from the old boot release handle. This is held in place by two 10mm nuts and then by four small clips 

– Two in the centre and two small plastic clips on the edges. The plastic clips which are on the edges 

can only be reached from the inside of the car. YOU CANNOT RELEASE BOTH FROM THE OUTSIDE 

WITHOUT BREAKING SOMETHING, DO NOT TRY !. They are so small I could not really get a picture 

from the inside. To reach them you need to use a small L shaped Allen key to fit through a small 

access hole and wiggle until you can push the small plastic clips in on the sides so you can slide the 

handle out. I cannot tell you how hard this is to do, I wasted hours to do it. @RB_172 came over and 

did it straight away.. so good luck !  Once you've removed it, push the other one into place, do the 

nuts back up on it and put the lead back in - so you can open the boot if you accidently close it! 

 

 

 

 

 



These are the clips which CANNOT be reached from the outside. You might release one but not both, 

so do not waste your time !.. You have been warned ! 

 

 

 

Step 10 – Installing the new camera – Boot/Trunk release handle. Simply push into place and bolt 

back up. The two plastic clips will automatically click into place. Reconnect the current existing 

power connector to the large white connector in the middle of the camera module at the rear.  

Then take you new wiring and connect to the camera ( loosely  – You will need to disconnect and 

first feed the correct wire through the rear hatch, but you will at least now know which cable it 

should be !) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 11 – Feeding the wire from where the rear camera sits in the boot through the hatch and down 

the rubber grommet.  I used the one on the right as it is a slightly larger item. In order to feed the 

wire through the rubber grommet I used an old wire coat hanger cut to size and taped at the end to 

protect. Just tape the wire to it and then gently push through the rubber grommet. 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 12 – Feed the wire now through from the back of the car towards the front of the car. The best 

place to fee the wire through across and over the rear bench is about ¾ across the back of the rear 

bench.  You can pass the wire through the hole and across the back bench in line with the cars 

natural wiring loom. This should eliminate any rub that would otherwise occur if you just wrapped 

the wiring over the ridge. 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 13 – Feed the wiring along from the back to the front of the car along the side trim. You can 

loosen the trim however you cannot easily remove the trim between the doors / front/rear seats like 

you can in the saloon. Its held in place by a bolt which anchors the seat belt. You would probably 

have to remove the front seats to remove and quite frankly its not necessary. If you loosen the trim 

at the front of the car, and again at the rear by the bench you can leverage the bit up in the middle 

between the two enough to gently pass a wire hanger through and using the same method used on 

the hatch you can pass wiring along the path to the front of the car easily. Just use caution and take 

your time. You will be rewarded ! 

 

Here is the wiring after gently pushing through a nice straight bit of old coat hanger wire.  
Taped up at the end to protect the cars existing wiring.  New wire taped close to the top... Simples. 
 

 

 



Step 14 – Now go back to the rear of the car. Feed the wire up to the camera boot / trunk release 

handle and connect to the new camera wiring. Here is where I cable tied mine as it goes up the 

hatch. You can follow the existing wiring and cable tie in plenty of places. 

 

 

 

 



Step 15 –Here is a picture of the MMI after using the radio/MMI removal tools which I purchased 

from Halfords. 

 

As you pull out the MMI you will see all of the connections, these have to be removed from the MMI 

unit so that you can unplug the unit from the wiring loom. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Once you remove the MMI unit here is the hidden final screw at the back of where the MMI slots 

into the Glovebox. This is reflected in the original instruction manual at the start of this document. 

 

 

Step 16 – Now remove the glove box as per the original guide. Here are a few additional pictures.  

Do not forget to remove the additional light and power connectors etc.( top and side of glovebox) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You should now have clear access to the fuse box/board 

 

 

Step 17 – Fuse Board removal – You need to remove the fuse box to gain access to the rear for 

permanent install of the power connector.  When doing so there is a small black flap that you need 

to push in. Then there are two pink connectors that you need to pull out in order to unlock the 

mechanism holding the wires. The limited lengths of the wires will impede your visibility to the tabs. 

Do use a phone camera or mirror to aid. DO NOT ATTEMPT use any tools to unlock unless you fully 

understand the holding mechanism. If you do not take care when freeing the pink connectors or 

force them you will break them very easily. Use a small flat screwdriver or something similar to 

gently free. 

 

 



Step 18 – Insert power wire to rear of fuse board - Installing power connection from Fuse box C, fuse 

position 18 (SC18) from rear of fuse box by pushing into CORRECT position and place 7.5A fuse into 

the front of the front of the box. You a small screw driver to push through so that you can access clip 

from the rear. 

 

 
 

 

Step 19 – Connect wires into MMI (splicing where required as per original insx). You can use a small 

flat screw driver to push each unit out of the main holder. You then need to carefully open each 

plug, this allows you to push new wires in and then close down to lock them into place. MMI Pins 6 

and 12 for new wires and splice high and low can bus items.. see below/ original insx above. 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 

BELOW: Wires spliced ready for new wires from camera to be joined to existing wiring. Can bus high 

and Can bus low. These should be soldered and then use heat shrink wire wrap to seal and protect 

join. 

 

 
 

Can Bus wires ready for spliced connection.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below new wires spliced in and soldered. 

 

 
 

 

Heat shrink wire wrap in place for protection 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 20 – Earth connection - You should have now wired into the MMI pins 6 & 12 and spliced the 

High and Low Can bus wiring. You should have also inserted power into the rear of the fuse board. 

Therefore the only item left to do is to connect the ground/earth terminal. If you are installing the 

control module in the front of the car, the best place to earth to is the earth point just by the lower 

footwell.  ( You may need to extend the length of the earth / ground wire if it is not long enough to 

reach). Pictured here: 

 

 

 

 

You should now have all the connections in place and should be ready to proceed to the coding 

stage. Please CAREFULLY follow the coding instructions at the start of this document. Take your 

time.  You now need to check that the camera works and then put the car back together !!! 

When you have finished you should have a working camera and a nice neat install. 



 

 

 

 



Additional Notes – Re Calibration: 

 

The following is from other websites and are the notes for calibrating a Q7 camera, although the 

procedure should be similar / same. ( Codes may however differ ) Calibration is not required on 

the Audi A3 to make it work. However you may get error codes when the car is scanned until this 

is completed. 

You need to print this out and place at rear of car:  See the website links at the end of this article 

for what it should look like when printed. 

calibration_board.pdf
 

ROSS TECH Procedure ( note this is for a Q7 ) 

Security Access  

 22351 = Adaptation Enabling (e.g. Back-Up Camera Calibration)  

Special Procedures  

Back-Up Camera Calibration  

After performing service work, the calibration has to be performed too. In detail this is the case 

after:  

 Removing and Installing Rear View Camera (R189)  

 Replacing Rear View Camera System Control Module (J772)  

 after repair work performed on rear lid following an accident  

 after a vehicle alignment  

 after performing a repair at front or rear axle  

Prerequisites:  

 Calibration Device (VAS 6350) and Distance Laser (VAS 6350/2) positioned as described in the 

factory repair manual.  

 Vehicle must be standing on a firm and even surface.  

 Make sure no persons are being/working in/on the vehicle while performing the calibration.  

 Do not move the vehicle and do not operate the vehicle doors while performing the 

calibration.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mcldn2you9e4gum/calibration_board.pdf?dl=1


 Rear Lid must be closed.  

 Front Wheels straight, Steering Angle Sensor (G85) close to 0.0 °.  

 Ignition must be ON, Engine must NOT be running, you may connect a charger to keep the 

system voltage up.  

 Back-Up Camera active and the MMI shows Back-Up Camera Video Signal.  

 Make sure you do NOT have light reflections on the Calibration Device (VAS 6350).  

 For vehicles with Level Control, set the Height to automatic. 

[Select] 

[6C - Back-Up Camera] 

[Security Access - 16] 

Enter 22351, to enable the adaptation. 

[Adaptation - 10] 

Channel 005 

[Read] 

500 mm is the basis value of channel 005. Measure the heights between the Calibration Device (VAS 

6350) and the surface (e.g. 80 mm), add 500 mm to it and enter the final value as new value (e.g. 

500 + 80 = 580 mm). 

[Test] 

[Save] 

Channel 004 

[Read] 

20000 mm is the basis value of channel 004, 3002 mm (wheelbase for Audi Q7 (4L)). Measure the 

Distance between the Calibration Device (VAS 6350) and the rear axle (e.g. 1500 mm), and subtract 

it from 20000 mm minus 3002 mm enter the final value as new value (e.g. 20000 - 3002 - 1500 = 

15498 mm). 

[Test] 

[Save] 

Channel 001 

[Read] 

To save your above adaptation save a new value of 1 to channel 001. 

[Test] 

[Save] 

[Done, Go Back] 

Now double check the calibration status. 

[Meas. Blocks - 08] 

Block 130 



[Go!] 

Block 130 Field 3 (Calibration Status) 

Specification: 0x0000 (Calibration Successful) 

[Done, Go Back] 

[Close Controller, Go Back - 06] 

 

 

Further information here: 

http://workshop-

manuals.com/audi/a5/vehicle_electrics/communication/infotainment/reversing_camera_system

/ 

http://www.audizine.com/forum/showthread.php/507970-Backup-Camera-Calibration 

 

http://workshop-manuals.com/audi/a5/vehicle_electrics/communication/infotainment/reversing_camera_system/
http://workshop-manuals.com/audi/a5/vehicle_electrics/communication/infotainment/reversing_camera_system/
http://workshop-manuals.com/audi/a5/vehicle_electrics/communication/infotainment/reversing_camera_system/

